
Three priority use-cases have been defined:
• anchoring and mooring solutions
• security and surveillance applications
• a complete platform concept supporting both  
  renewable energy devices and aquaculture facilities
 
An extensive range of companies with the 
competence to contribute towards the deployment 
of all three scenarios have been identified. Amongst 
these, potential ‘pillar companies’ have been identified, 
as well as a number of smaller, innovative firms.  
Relevant research centres and public funding 
programmes have also been highlighted, to create a 
possible vehicle for public and private investment. The 
ENTROPI project partners have also outlined 
investment cases for the three scenarios which show 
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PARTNERS

how funding can best be coordinated making the 
best use of existing financial instruments at both 
European and national/regional levels. 

ENTROPI, in our view, has stablished a powerful 
foundation for the future development and 
implementation of these three use-cases, through 
concrete demonstration projects.  

The work is already underway. Join ENTROPI’s 
cutting-edge legacy, because the future is blue!

Sign up to the interest group for information 
about future projects and activities via:

www.offshoreplatforms.eu

The ENTROPI project has been  
identifying areas of targeted 
innovation which can achieve  
signification cost reductions in the 
use of multi-use platforms at sea. 



“Principle Power, as an industry leader in terms of technological solutions for floating offshore wind, is pleased to collaborate with the ENTROPI 
project within the context of the Mooring and Anchoring investment case. Principle Power has been giving input to the project in terms of technical 
needs and requirements, providing guidance regarding the economic aspects of the current mooring solutions and acting as a sounding board for 
new technical solutions. We see this as an opportunity to take an active part in shaping future technologies that have the potential to further drive 
down the cost of energy for offshore wind projects.” 
 
Aaron Smith - Vice President, Strategy & Commercial PRINCIPLE POWER

Anchoring and Mooring Solutions

All floating platforms require tethering to the seabed, and currently available anchoring 
and mooring systems represent a significant cost centre for platform developers.  
Cost-effective anchoring solutions such as Helical screw pile technology has been  
identified as a strong contributor to improve anchoring capability as well as reduce costs.
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“As humanity begins its return to the Oceans, the level of human activity out to sea is increasing and the pace of that increase is accelerating. There 
are more and more people working out to sea with each passing year and the economic value of assets being deployed in the Oceans is on a steady 
upward trajectory. Historically, security at sea was largely achieved through the simple fact that there was so little activity and it was so widely 
distributed, security risks were low. That is no longer the case. The number, extent and value of offshore assets both deployed and being planned 
for coming years represent increasingly attractive targets due the value of those assets and their various sub-systems. The presence of growing 
numbers of personnel at remote oceanic locations raises the question of ensuring a secure working environment for them. The need for maritime 
security and surveillance systems tailored to the very particular environments and operational contexts that exist offshore will represent a key 
opportunity in the time ahead.”

Cormac Gebruers - Head of the National Maritime College of Ireland (NMCI)

Security and Surveillance Applications

Offshore platforms require proper security and surveillance capabilities, and traditional 
security and surveillance solutions are generally costly for platform operators, involving 
human intervention and thus exposure to high risks. A remote security and surveillance 
capability that includes various sensors and autonomous systems is therefore important 
to ensure an efficient, cost-effective and less-risky protection of such infrastructures at sea.
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“Floating offshore wind power was previously 
confined to R&D, it has developed to such an 
extent that the focus is now moving into the 
mainstream power supply. Adding innocuous 
additional sources of income such as 
aquaculture to the platforms can make this 
process happen even faster.”
Gerardo Morales Hierro - CEO of Triple Helix

 
“The MUPs will solve two problems, the 
production of renewable energy and the 
efficient production of fish, in the same area. 
Each activity will only benefit from each other.  

Multi-use Platform

The development of an offshore Multi use Platform(s) (MUP(S)) that can integrate 
renewable energy devices and aquaculture facilities to find the synergies to share 
manufacturing, installation, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning costs, 
can result in cost saving, reducing the overall impact, and maximising socio-economic 
benefits. The development of such MUPS will increase deployment possibilities for both 
industries and improve the European position in the global market.

MUPs are not an alternative, they are “the 
future” of renewable energy and fish 
production.”
Rafael Bernárdez - CEO of Atlantic Bass

“The successful integration of aquaculture into 
a floating wind platform has two pillars. The 
use of an already cost-efficient offshore wind 
solution, bankable by itself and then, that a 
seamless integration of cage and auxiliary 
systems adds only positive synergies for both 
industries. W2Power is the floating solution 
that provides both pillars.”  
Pedro Mayorga - CEO of Enerocean 

“The need to use seas and oceans to solve 
critical problems for society, and the 
unavoidable commitment for this solution to 
be always environmentally sustainable, leads 
multipurpose or co-location solutions to be the 
most effective approaches. The combination 
of wind power with aquaculture production 
is, without a doubt, the beginning of this 
path of effective environmentally sustainable 
solutions.”
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